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Introduction:
Cool economic winds from China have left the FTSE 100 nursing its worst monthly losses since May 2012
after a week that saw global stock markets shaken by concerns over the world’s second largest economy.
London’s leading share index lost 6.7% during August while the pan-European FTSEurofirst 300 shed 10%
over the same period.
With China forming less than 5% of the UK’s export market, we feel that the sell-off has been overdone and
that the correction does not fundamentally alter the state of this bull market. In this month’s commentary,
we look at the outlook for the Chinese economy, outline why now is an opportunity to add equity
exposure and, for those who are already invested, we look at the importance of staying in the market.

Economics:
Economic data released on Friday confirmed that the UK was one of the fastest-growing western nations
in the second quarter. Cheap oil has been a short-term windfall for UK consumers, who have been the
main engine powering the economic recovery. Friday’s GDP data showed the economy also benefitted
from government spending and net trade, which made its strongest contribution to growth in more than
four years.
Confidence in the eurozone’s economy edged up to a new four-year high in August as rising domestic
demand marginally outweighed a worsening view of export prospects and the mood brightened particularly
in France and Spain. The European Commission’s monthly economic sentiment indicator rose to 104.2 in
August, from 104.0 in July, against expectations of a slight dip to 103.8. ING’s Bert Colijn said the increase
showed the eurozone economy was resilient, with little impact yet from China’s slowdown.
The US Commerce Department revised up its estimate of growth in the three months to June to 3.7%
annualised, making the US now the fastest growing economy in the G7. This was much stronger than the
expected upgrade to 3.2% and compares with a previous estimate of 2.3%. Federal Reserve vice-chairman
Stanley Fischer left the door open for a Fed rate increase in September, saying the factors that have kept
inflation below the central bank’s target level have likely begun to fade. Fischer said there’s “good reason
to believe that inflation will move higher as the forces holding down inflation dissipate further”. He noted that
the effects of a stronger dollar and a plunge in oil prices – key factors in holding down inflation – have
already started to diminish. However, markets believe a September rate hike remains unlikely. A mixture of
imported deflation driven by a cheaper yuan, coupled with the global financial market correction means
that traders now expect the traditionally risk averse Fed will choose to hold fire for now.
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Market Commentary (cont)
Technical Analysis:
Last month, we advised our clients against any aggressive position taking on either side. In the event the
market fell 6.7% though was 14% underwater at one stage. This month, the market remains oversold with
the RSI at 32%. Whilst the 20, 50 & 200 day moving averages are now pointing downward, the market is
3.4% below the 20 day moving average, making a further consolidation likely.
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading
improves” – John Murphy

Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain
The January Barometer
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, the
returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the Stock
Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the direction
of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. Whichever variant you use, statistically 2015 is likely to be
a positive year if the past is anything to go by.
September
The variation in performance that exists between the 12 months of the year is statistically significant. For
example, December is the FTSE 100’s best performing month since 1984, rising 2.5% on average, 86% of the
time. September is the worst month of the year, rising just 47% of the time, with an average return of -1%.
After the summer lull, things get exciting again for investors in September in what is historically the worst
performing month of the year, falling on average 1%, 53% of the time. It is even worse for the mid-caps with
the FTSE 100 historically outperforming the FTSE 250 by 0.7%.
Third Quarter
The FTSE 100 has risen 19 of the 31 years between 1984 and 2014, posting an average gain of 0.5%
Sell in May and go away; don’t come back till St Leger Day
Historically, this is the worst time of the year. Since 1966 to 2009, the FTSE All-Share has returned an
average of just 0.7% between May Day and Halloween (it is known as the Halloween effect in the US)
compared with 7.8% between Halloween and May Day. Some investors, therefore, tend to reduce exposure
to the stock market from May.
Our pagan ancestors knew this, which is why Beltane is a time of festivity (where people look ahead to
fertility, plenty and joy) while Samhain marks the beginning of the “darker half” of the year. In March & April
lighter evenings and warmer days cheer us up, which makes us more willing to take risks such as buying
shares. So prices rise to high levels, which are difficult to sustain over the summer. In the autumn the darker
nights make us more gloomy, with the result that prices fall to low levels from which they recover.
Third-Year U.S. Presidential Cycle
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then
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Market Commentary (cont)
Seasonality (cont):
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses,
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.
Chinese New Year – Year of the Goat
Chinese calendar revolves around a 12 year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, ox,
tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, chicken, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 21st
January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors.
The best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and the dog. The worst performing animals
have been the chicken and snake.
This year is the year of the goat, the strongest year of the Chinese zodiac historically for equities, with
positive returns averaging ~18%.
Market’s Decennial Cycle
Since 1801, the strongest years for the FTSE All-Share have been the 2nd, 3rd and 5th years in the decades.
The market has risen 14 out of the 21 decades in these years, with an average return of over 4%. The
weakest has been the 10th being the only year to have a negative average change (-1.2%).
The 5th year has been positive in 14 of the 21 decades, rising on average 6.2%. This makes it the best
performing year for stocks.

Quote of the Month:
“The wisest rule in investment is: When others are selling, buy. When others are buying, sell. Usually, of course, we
do the opposite. When everyone else is buying, we assume they know something we don’t, so we buy. Then people
start selling, panic sets in, and we sell too.” – Jonathan Sacks
You don’t have to do the opposite of this rule many times to witness a serious erosion of capital. It is
particularly easy in these types of markets to just throw in the towel and rue your losses. History tells us
that this is the worst thing you can do and generally, six months in the future, you will have regretted that
decision.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top.Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view.
Our allocation to the stock market remains overweight. Investors have been surprised by the
ferocity and breadth of the recent selling. In any fall of this magnitude, no name is spared. As fund managers,
stockbrokers and wealth managers react to redemption requests, high-quality names are sold along with
the dogs. Margin calls and algorithmic trading only exacerbate the selling. In many ways, the stock market
pattern of summer 2015 - increasingly thin on the way up, very broad on the way down - is indistinguishable
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Market Commentary (cont)
Market Outlook (cont):
from other selloffs that have wracked the markets since the turn of the millennium.
One distinguishing feature of this market meltdown, however, has been the absence of severe economic
strains in the US or the other major Western economies. The forces that have triggered the correction
are, indeed, well known - China’s malaise, untenable Greek debt & imminent FED tightening. None of this
is anything new and none have a material impact on underlying businesses. In our view, the economy is not
nearly as much at risk now as it was during the harrowing events of 2000, 2008 or even 2011.
With this in mind, we see the correction as closer to its end rather than the beginning of something rather
more harrowing. Broad measures of market breadth are approaching major oversold levels not seen since
2011. Investors have been overreaching for safe havens in both bonds and stocks. Treasury bonds have
soared relative to corporates. High-yield sectors have sharply outperformed the market and volatility has
soared to September 2011 levels.
We remain constructive about the global economy in general. We see continuing growth in the UK and
improving economies in the Eurozone. At this level, the S&P 500 looks 10% undervalued and US stocks, by
many measures, including sentiment, breadth and valuation, stand at or near a tradable low.
Morgan Stanley believes that European equities are likely to be higher in 3 months’ time. They feel that the
ongoing economic weakness in EM and China will not significantly drag down the European economy and
that the current volatility in equity markets is likely to be temporary rather than the start of a long and
painful bear market. Europe is now down ~15% from its April peak. This is exactly in line with the average
decline seen across all prior corrections of the last 40 years (outside of the big bear markets of 1972-75,
2000-03 and 2007-09). Corrections tend to be V-shaped, with European equities rising strongly 3, 6 and 12
months after the trough. Most quantitative sentiment indicators are now deep in oversold territory, e.g.
-CBOE put-call ratio is up to 1.69 versus a record peak of 1.70
-The VIX has just seen its largest ever 5-day move in percentage terms - up 118%
-81% of European low beta stocks have outperformed over the last month - a level only exceeded in
September 2008 and May 2012
J.P.Morgan Cazenove notes that there are a number of data points which are getting more constructive:
1-Q2 reporting season is coming out strong. In Europe, 67% of EuroStoxx companies beat EPS
estimates, surprising positively by 10% - the largest number since 2009. EPS growth is up 18% year-on-year.
In the US, 74% of S&P 500 companies beat EPS estimates, surprising positively by 4%. In Japan, 64% of the
Topix companies beat EPS estimates, surprising positively by 15% and delivering EPS growth of 21% yearon-year
2-Key macro data points are resilient. The latest Eurozone IFO, economic confidence, car sales and the
bank lending surveys were all constructive. A leading indicator, M1, has recorded another strong increase,
pointing to robust PMIs in the second half of the year
3. Market Sentiment has clearly turned bearish. Bull-Bear, a good contrarian indicator of sentiment,
has fallen to the lowest levels since April 2013. The backtest shows that from these depressed levels of
sentiment the forward performance of European and US equities is typically strong
Moving to China, we see three reasons why investor concerns are overblown:
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Market Commentary (cont)
Market Outlook (cont):
1-The debacle in China’s equity market tells us little directly about what is going on in
China’s economy. The surge in prices that started a year ago was speculative, rather than driven by any
improvement in fundamentals. Falling equity prices shouldn’t be a cause of trouble in the wider economy
or abroad. Only one in thirty people in China owns equities. Just 2% of Chinese equities are owned by
foreigners. A combination of poor data and policy inaction in China may have triggered the recent market
fall but the bigger picture is that we are witnessing the inevitable implosion of an equity market bubble
2-Recent economic data has been mixed rather than unrelentingly negative. The fall in the
Caixin/Markit manufacturing PMI did raise justifiable concerns. However, the Caixin/Markit services PMI
just hit an 11-month high. To some extent, the recent pattern of weakness in property construction and
heavy industry set against strength in services is a positive sign that rebalancing towards a more sustainable
growth model is underway
3-Policymakers in China, unlike their counterparts in many developed countries, still have
room to loosen policy substantially further. The benchmark 12m lending rate still stands at 4.85%.
Fiscal policy can be relaxed too. Indeed, the government’s own budget projections point to a sizeable boost
from government spending over the second half of the year.
In summary, we think now is an opportunity to add exposure to stocks. The sentiment is clearly cautious,
market internals have repriced, but the fundamentals are not confirming the negative stance.

Tweet of the Month:
“It’s time in the market that builds returns, not market timing”
Numerous academic studies have concluded that market timers need to be correct between 70-85% of
the time to outperform a comparable passive portfolio. Why is this the case? Market timing requires two
components – being in at the right time, and out at the right time. If you miss either move, you’ll underperform a simple buy and hold strategy. This is what makes market timing nearly impossible.
For example, an investor in the S&P 500 Index would have earned an annualised return of 9.2% throughout the 20-year period to 31st December 2013, growing a $10,000 investment to $58,352. If an investor
missed the 20 days with the largest gains, the returns were cut down to just 3%. Given that 20 days represent less than 0.4% of the days considered, the odds against successful market timing are staggering.
Black swans render market timing a goose chase. Attempting to predict the negligible proportion of days
that determines an enormous creation or destruction of wealth seems to be a losing proposition. Of the
countless strategies that academics and practitioners have devised to generate alpha, market timing seems
to be the one most unlikely to succeed. Much like going to a casino, market timing may be an entertaining
pastime, but is not a good way to make money.
Time in the market works because it forces you to ignore your dangerous emotions. Most big corrections
are quickly followed by big rebounds, and it’s impossible to know when the market has hit rock bottom.
These problems are exacerbated by the fact that a very small number of days account for the bulk of
stock market returns. We love the idea of winner stocks and want to own them forever. We hate the idea
of losing money and will do anything to stop that pain. The fact is you will experience both emotions. A
disciplined portfolio prevents us from overreacting and hurting the long-term positive returns we desire.
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Market Commentary (cont)
Trader’s Corner:
Quarterly Sector Strategy
The following sectors have been found to be the strongest/weakest in the FTSE 350 over the year’s four
quarters:
Quarter

Strongest Sector			

Weakest Sector

1st		

Industrial Engineering			

Food & Drug Retailers

2nd		

Electricity				

Construction & Materials

3rd		

Life Insurance				

Oil & Gas Producers

4th		

Beverages				

Banks

This suggests a strategy which cycles a portfolio through the four strong sectors throughout the year –
Industrial Engineering from 1st January to 31st March, Electricity from 1st April to 30th June, Life Insurance
from 1st July to 30th September and Beverages from 1st October to 31st December. Over the last 10
years, this strategy would have grown a £1,000 portfolio into £13,300, compared with a buy and hold in
the FTSE All-Share of £1,669.
Investors looking to trade this strategy could look to buy shares in Aviva Plc in the third quarter (484p, 10.7x P/E,
4.5% yield, ~34% upside to average broker target). More sophisticated traders may look to use a CFD to gain leveraged upside to the sector as well as create their own hedge fund by shorting the weakest sector whilst going long
the strongest sector via CFDs.
Sell Rosh Hashanah, buy Yom Kippur
“Sell on Rosh Hashanah, and buy on Yom Kippur” is one of the more obscure calendar-based trading rules that
old-school Wall Streeters watch and the effect has been found to be just as strong on the London market.
Indeed, during the period 1984-2014, the mean return of the FTSE 100 has been approximately -1%.
Rosh Hashanah, which marks the Jewish New Year and literally means “head of the year,” occurs on the
first and second days of the Hebrew month of Tishri. Since the Jewish calendar is lunisolar (based on the
sun and the moon) and differs from the solar-based Gregorian calendar used by most people around the
world, Rosh Hashanah does not fall on the same date each year. It starts this year - the Jewish year 5776
- on the evening of 13th September, and runs from Monday 14th September to Tuesday 15th September.
Rosh Hashanah also kicks off what is known as the Days of Awe, a 10-day period of intense reflection that
culminates on Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement and the holiest day on the Jewish calendar. Yom Kippur
falls on the 23rd of September.
In order to be free of the distraction of worldly goods during the period of reflection and self-appraisal,
there was a time when many Jewish investors would sell their holdings ahead of the Days of Awe, or “Sell
on Rosh Hashanah and buy on Yom Kippur.” On Rosh Hashanah, things are good, upbeat and positive. People
sit together, wish each other a Happy New Year and feast. That is the perfect time to sell, when spirits are
high. On the other hand, investors like to buy when the market is low, and Yom Kippur is a downer. People
worry about the sealing of their judgement, and they fast.
Of course, Jewish traders are only a small part of the market but their withdrawal over this period may
increase volatility and risk and thus discourage others from trading. The arbitragers exploiting the effect
can also make it self-fulfilling.
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Market Commentary (cont)
Trader’s Corner (cont):
Other factors that could exacerbate this effect include: 1) the 38th week of the year tends to be one of
the worst for stock market returns, 2) increased volatility seen during the run up to Options Expiry Day,
and; 3) third quarter positioning. All of this does appear to make traders adopt a sell first approach during
the holiday.
Going short the market via a CFD at market close on 11th September and closing the position at close of business
on 23rd September would be best to capture this move.
Seasonal Tendency
The market tends to gently drift lower for the first three weeks before rebounding slightly in the final
week. Going short the market via a CFD at the beginning of the month before switching to long on 25th September
would be best to capture this move.
Strongest Weeks
The week starting 28th September is the 8th strongest week of the year, rising 67% of the time, posting an
average gain of 1.1%. Going long the market via a CFD would be best to capture this move.
Weakest Weeks
The week starting 14th September is the 2nd weakest week of the year, falling 63% of the time, posting an
average loss of 0.5%. Going short via a CFD would be best to capture this move.
Weakest Days
The 9th of September is the 4th weakest day of the year, falling 71% of the time, posting an average loss of
0.3%.The 23rd of September is the 10th weakest day of the year, falling 67% of the time, posting an average
loss of 0.3%. Going short via a CFD would be best to capture these moves.
Option of the Month
Sell BaE Systems December 420 puts @ 13p
Strike price at a one-year low. Stock has a 4.6% yield and17% potential upside to the average broker price
target. The stock is going XD on the 22nd of October with a 13p dividend but given the support at 420p
and the 13p premium, investors are being compensated for the risk.
Click here to view our guide to the Traded Options Market.
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Market Commentary (cont)
Recommended Investment:
Equities
Given the magnitude of last month’s stock market correction, many brokers/research houses have compiled lists of stocks they feel are going to rebound the most. This month, we look at some of their best
ideas, where the average upside is at least 10% and the P/E multiple is less than the wider market.
UK
Morgan Stanley – Best Oversold Opportunities List
Company		

Price Av. Price Tgt		

Potential upside

P/E		

Yield

Centrica		

243

286			

18%			

13.6x		

4.9%

IAG			

539

694			

29%			

10.5x		

2.5%

Prudential		

1475

1808			

23%			

13.6x		

2.8%

Europe
UBS - recommends domestically-exposed cyclical stocks.The below derive +50% revenues from the Continent, have a beta of over 1.2x and a sector P/E relative below 120%
Company		

Price Av. Price Tgt		

Potential upside

P/E		

Yield

Allianz			

142.25 161.00			

13%			

9.6X		

5.1%

ING			

13.65 15.70			

15%			

10.7X		

5.8%

Morgan Stanley – Best Oversold Opportunities List
Company		

Price Av. Price Tgt		

Potential upside

P/E		

Yield

Akzo Nobel		

60.34 70.60			

17%			

16.5x		

2.6%

BMW			

82.22 103.00			

25%			

8.9x		

4.1%

Koninklijke Philips

22.88 26.80			

17%			

20.5x		

3.6%

LVMH			

148.65 178.00			

15%			

19.8x		

2.4%

Publicis Groupe

63.52 77.40			

22%			

15.2x		

2.4%

US
Argus – recommends stocks that have limited exposure to China and Emerging Markets or are from the
technology or industrial sectors that have been hit hard in the correction
Company		

Price Av. Price Tgt		

Potential upside

P/E		

Yield

BB&T Corp		

36.92 43.40			

18%			

13.8x		

2.8%

Corning		

17.21 21.80			

27%			

11.9x		

2.8%

Honeywell		

99.27 116.00			

17%			

16.4x		

2.1%

Illinois Tool Works

84.54 102.00			

21%			

16.5x		

2.3%

Qualcomm		

56.58 71.80			

27%			

17.2x		

3.0%
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Market Commentary (cont)
Investment Calendar:
2nd September
3rd September
4th September
9th September
10th September
14th September
			
16th September
18th September
23rd September
			
28th September
			

FTSE 100 Quarterly Review
ECB Meeting
Nonfarm payroll report
4th weakest market day
MPC interest rate announcement at 12 noon
2nd weakest market week
Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year)
FOMC meeting
Options Expiry Day
10th weakest market day
Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement)
8th strongest market week
Full moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time)

Chart Legend:
20 day moving average

(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)

50 day moving average (signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
200 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
bollinger bands
(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below
30). Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).
ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance.
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